MAGIC BINDING

Here is a fabulous technique for binding your quilts that is done entirely by machine! This
method comes to us from Aunt Marti of 52 Quilts.
For this technique, you will need a main binding
color and an accent color. Of course, you can use
the same color for both -- but why bother with this
technique, then?
Trim the excess batting back backing from your quilt.
Then measure the perimeter and add 10” or so.
Cut as many strips of the main (outer) binding fabric
as you need to total the perimeter of your quilt at
1-1/2” wide.
Cut the same number of flange (accent) strips at
1-3/4”.
Sew the strips of each fabric together end to end. I
always use a mitered join to minimize bulk.

Sew the main color and the accent color together
lengthwise using a 1/4” seam. You now have two
strips equal to the perimeter of your quilt.

Press toward the main (1 1/2” strip) fabric.
Then press lengthwise with wrong sides together
and raw edges even. See how a narrow piping/
flange appears when you meet the raw edges?

Leave a 10” tail and begin sewing the binding to
the back side of your quilt , with the contrast color
facing up, using a 1/4” seam.

Join the two ends of the binding as shown. In order
to make the flange meet evenly, place a pin
through the seam line from the wrong side.

Then through the seam line of the right side of the
opposite end of the binding:

Sew across the two ends of the binding at a 45
degree angle:
Be sure your stitching crosses the pin exactly where
it went through the seams:
And you’ll have a perfect join!

1. Now wrap the binding to the front, and using
thread that matches the flange “stitch in the
ditch” between the flange and the main
binding fabric.

2. Miter the corners as you would any binding:

